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In this paper a safe arm with passive compliant joints and visco-elastic covering is designed 

for human friendly service robots. The passive compliant joint (PC J) is composed of a magneto- 

theological (MR) damper and a rotary spring. In addition to a spring component, a damper is 

introduced for damping effect and works as a rotary viscous damper by controlling the electric 

current according to the angular velocity of spring displacement. When a manipulator interacts 

with human or environment, the joints and cover passively operate and attenuate the applied 

collision force. The force attenuation property is verified through collision experiments showing 

that the proposed passive arm is safe in view of some evaluation measures. 
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Nomenclature 
Ac  : Contact area of a cover 

A , A o  : Cross sectional areas 

a(t) " Acceleration felt by a human at time t 

as,ope :Slope defined between applied current 

and generated torque 

B i Viscous damping coefficient 
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Bli, Blo, B2i, B2o : Flux densities acting on each 

sectional area 

Bm~x ~ Maximum viscous damping coefficient 

h : Height of piled coil bundle 

ds :Geometric  design parameter in stator 

part 

dr : Thickness of a disk 

F ~ Impact force 

Fh~,.~n ~ Force acting on a human 

F~it  : Acceptable pain tolerance limit 

F~,Flo,Fzi, F2o : Shear forces acting on each 

sectional area 

Gc : Elastic modulus of a cover (Pas) 

G i ~ Gravity term in arm dynamics for the i- 
th axis 
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I : Current applied to coil 

]'m~x " Max imum moment  of inertia B 

K : Torsional  stiffness of spring c 

K~,K~ ,Ko  : Proportional,  integral, derivative D 

control gains d 

k : Spring constant of  each small spring g r a v i t y  

MR : Effective mass of a robot arm h u m a n  

M,~ : Upper part mass of  a human 1 

N : Turn number of  coil i 

n~ : Number of  small springs 0 : 

Rs,  Rmri, Rmro : Reluctances of the stator part, left P : 

MRF,  right MRF l i m i t  : 

rtl, r2i, rio, r2o : Distances from center line in ra- max : 

dial direction rnr i  : 

S I  : Severity index rnro  : 

Tgravity: Torque considering maximum gravita- r f  : 

t ional effect of  each joint  rs : 

xH : Displacement of a human R : 

x~ : Displacement of a robot r : 

Ze : Thickness of  a cover (m) s : 

sa l  : 

K : 

s lope  : 

T : 

o 

Greek  symbols 
~7c : Viscous coefficient of a cover (Pa) 

~ Gap filled by MR fluid 

~,Pr.e,/tTs : Permeability of free space, the rela- 

tive permeabilities of MR fluid and steel 

esat Saturated magnetic flux in a disk part 

~b Magnetic flux 

rB Experimentally obtained torque of MR 

damper 

rB max Desired maximum torque of damper 

r,n Motor torque considering reduction ra- 

tio 

rr : Theoretically calculated resultant torque 

of  MR damper 

0~ : Desired angle of joint  

0n " Modified desired angle considering de- 

flection by gravity in steady state 

Oz : A n g l e  between current Iink and next 

link 

0m : Angle of  motor 

0rex : Maximum deflection angle of  spring 

0max " Maximum angular velocity of spring 

Or : Angle sensed by resolver 

~'m.x :Des i red  damping ratio determined by 

taking account of  overshoot and inter- 

action with human 

Subscripts 
: Viscous damping 

: Contact 

: Derivative 

: Desired 

: Gravity 

: Human 

: Integral 

: Inner part 

Outer part 

Proport ional  

Limit 

Maximum 

Inner part of  MRF 

Outer part of MRF 

Value of MR fluid relative to free space 

Value of steel relative to free space 

Robot 

Rotor part 

Stator part 

Saturated 

Spring 

Slope 

Theoretically 

Free space 

Superscripts 
i : The i - th  axis 

1. Introduction 

Robots are recently expected to provide various 

kinds of service directly to human in human-  

robot coexisting environment. From the view- 

point of human-robot  interaction, safety is one 

of  the most important issues to be accomplished 

(Yamada et al., 1997; lkuta and Nokata,  1999; 

Lira and Tanie, 2000). Giving compliance to a 

robot  arm is being thought to be a good way to 

greatly enhance the safety issues. There generally 

exist two strategies to realize the robot compli- 

ance: active and passive. Active compliance ap- 

proach usually makes use of the feedback signals 

from force/torque sensors equipped either on a 

robot hand or at link joints so that the robot 

controller can detect the applied external force 

and give a proper response (Albu-Shaffer and 
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Hirzinger, 2002). The active compliance approach 

generally has limitations in delayed control and 

incomplete safety in case of  electrical malfunc- 

tioning, even though it can offer a high program- 

ming abili ty for compliance control. Thus mani- 

pulators with active compliance function may 

cause either damage to human or failure of  power 

transmission due to shock when unexpected con- 

tact occurs. On the other hand, passive compli- 

ance can be realized by adopting a passive mech- 

anism to produce an appropriate reaction to the 

applied forces without t ime-delay and electrical 

malfunctioning. 

Among previous approaches for passive com- 

pliance mechanisms, in (Yamada et al., 1997) a 

visco-elastic cover is used for the passive compli- 

ance and a safety condition by impact force in 

unexpected collision is suggested. Here an arm is 

called "safe" if the following condit ion about the 

impact force F is satisfied : 

F < Ft~it (1) 

which implies that an acceptable pain tolerance 

limit is F t ~ .  But in (Yamada et al., 1997) no 

passive compliant joint  is used. Next, a passive 

trunk mechanism is developed in (Lira and Tanie, 

2000) where it consists of linear springs and dam- 

pers between a mobile part and an arm. By the 

way, these joints are not rotary type joints. Here 

a visco-elastic cover is also used like in (Yamada 

et al., 1997). Lastly, the mechanical impedance 

adjuster is developed in (Morita and Sugano, 

1995) where a variable spring and a damper by 

an electromagnetic brake are used for the passive 

compliant  joint  of the Wendy robot  arm (Iwata et 

al., 1999). By the way, the electromagnetic brake 

has problems such as hysteresis, clanking noise 

at the contact time of  a disk, and frictional wear. 

In (Morita and Sugano, 1995), a visco-eIastic 

cover is also used for the attenuation of an impact 

force like in (Yamada et al., 1997) and (Lim and 

Tanie, 2000). From the approaches introduced 

until now, we can see that both passive complaint  

joints and a cover are used for the safety of a 

robot arm. 

Now magneto-rheological  fluid to be used in 

this research is explained. Recently magneto- 

rheological (MR) fluid has attracted researchers' 

attention as a smart material (Carlson et al., 

1996; Jolly et al., 1998; Jung and Park, 1999; 

Kim and Oh, 2001 ; Oh and Onoda, 2002). The 

MR fluid is suspension of  micro-sized, magne- 

tizable particles in a carrier fluid. Altering the 

strength of  an applied magnetic field precisely 

controls the yield stress of  the fluids. A rotary MR 

damper with viscous damping property can be 

implemented by controlling the applied current. 

And the MR fluid has broad operational  tem- 

perature range, and fast response time, and high 

dynamic yield stress. An MR damper using the 

MR fluid has the following advantages. First, it 

consumes less power and has less hysteresis than 

an electromagnetic damper. And also it can do 

smoother and quieter operation than an electro- 

magnetic damper. Secondly, variable damping 

control  is possible. Final ly  by simple and modu- 

lar designs, power ratios versus weight and size 

can be increased. Therefore in this research, we 

want to design a new passive compliant jo int  

(PC J) with a rotary MR damper with advantages 

mentioned and a rotary spring. 

In this work we use the safety condition by 

impact force in unexpected collisions between a 

human and a robot  (Yamada et al., 1997). From 

the studies in (Yoshida et al., 1995) and (Walker, 

1994) about impact dynamics, we can see that 

factors generating an impulse are the mass, veloc- 

ity, and joint  torque of  the arm. Thus to make 

an arm meet the safety condition Eq. (1), we 

should basically make a light arm with passive 

compliant  joints and covering, or schedule the 

velocity according to the inertia matrix. This is a 

motivation of this work to develop an arm with 

passive compliant joints and visco-elastic cover- 

ing. 

In this paper, a safe arm with passive compliant  

joints and visco-elastic covering for human- 

friendly service robots is presented. The passive 

compliant  joint  (PC J) is newly designed to have 

a compact integrated structure with a magneto- 

rheological damper and a spring. The rotary 

spring gives the arm compliant property, but also 

it might be a source of vibration. Therefore the 

damper is introduced for damping effect and 
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~vorks as a rotary viscous damperby e.ontroHing 
the .electric current aec.ordin.g to: the angular ye:- 
loeity of spring displacement, In unexp.ect~d col- 
lisions,, the joints and cover passively 'attenuate 
the app~ed eollislon t'oree~ The f o ~  atten:uatio:a 

property of the developed arm is verified through 
• collision experiments shovci.ag that th~ proposed 
paSSive .arm is safe in -view of some evaluation 
measures. 

2. Safe Arm Design 

In t.~+ section~ firstly :a passive comgliar~t.j0int 
with a magneto-r:heologie~l damper and a spring 
is developed, Second .a ~oft cover is selected. 
Finally a :six-dof.arm with the PCJs and .cover is 
designed, 

7.1 Passi*ce compliant joint design 
The design of a passive compliam joint is de- 

picted in Fig. i. it consists of a magneto-rheo- 
logical (MR) rotary damper, a rotary spring for 
elasticity. The :rotary spring l~s ~m.pli.am prop, 
erty, but also it might be a sourer of vibration. 
Therefore the damper is introduced for damping• 
eff~t and implemented by using MR fluid. The 
PCJ. has a resol.ver s~sor  with 16-bits h~gh res~ 

lation to read the relative position between a 
housing and a next link due to the ~pring dis- 
placement, The relative position is. converted into 
a relative velocity signal by a numeri~l differen- 
tiation and a filtering and is sent to a damping 
ttmer .which converts Coulomb fricti~n property 
of the MR fluid into viscous one. Note that the 
damper and spri~ag are located in parallel between 
the hou~ing and next link. 

1¢ • "~,lh' . ~  

• ~, L 

at i n  

~ , , ~  ", ,0 H i l l  Nlii 

k ' R ¢  ] 2 ,  7 

Fig~ i Design of passlve,,eompI~.t joint mechanism 

Firstly,, an MR damper is developed and the 
experimemal tests to the dampers a r e  prc~ented. 
As shown in Fig. 2, two di~ks and coils are 
!orated in the axial direction be~ausethe joints of 
an arm have margin to the axial dlre~don but a 
Iittle margin m the radial direction. The h.gtehed 
areg represents MR fluid (MRFI in the narrow 
gap. We use the MRF-132LD (Lord corporation, 
1999). Consider the.. ease that current flows in 
both coilS. Then all magnetic flux through the 
paths is generat~;d .as shown !a Fig~ 2, And its 
magnetic circuit eonsi.dering saturation effects of 
the disk parts e, an beobtained as -shown i:n Fig., 3. 
The reluctance equations :for the. circuit in Fig. 3 
are, formulated as follows : 

= ~ \A+ A~t ~ ~,~,z~:d,(r~+r~+)/~ (~) 

R -  ~ ~ r ~ ~  R~m~ ~ .  

' . H ~  d .  1 . ¢ , :  I '~, i 
+ ? %  

g 

~ -  . . . .  : :  " . ,  i} 
. '. , : ,  . 

: . . . . . . . . . . .  . , :  

~'+ u .......... = ,_ :_'~::.~=~:'- i'.::..~ 

• "0 ~ o ~  

d, 

h 
6 

d~ 

*.7 ,V't~ 1 C  ¢ , l ~  

iEig, 2 A Se.~iona[ view of the damper for.expl~ini~g 
flu~¢s in the. ~se that current flows~ in both 

~s Rmrg Rmrl R ~  R ~  ¸ R, 

~ ~ , N T  

Ri,to R,.,a 

Fig. 3 A magnetie effcuit considering saturation 
effects 
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where ]~s, R,nr,', Rr~ro are the reluctances of  the 

stator part, left M R F ,  right MRF, respectively. 

And & h, d~, dr, r~,., r~o, r2,, ra~ are geometric 

design parameters for the reluctances, ~ ( - - - - 4 ~ x  

10-7), f f f f ( - -6 .51 ) , / l r s (  = 1470) are the permeabi- 

lity of  free space, the relative permeabili t ies of  

the MR fluid and steel (Lord materials division, 

1999; Jung and Park, 1999), and the sectional 

areas A, ,  Ao  are calculated as : 

A ,  = 7r (r_$,.- r~e,.), A o = z ( r ~ o - r ~ o )  (3) 

The resuhant torque of  the damper  can be theo- 

retically calculated from the fol lowing equat ion : 

r r =  [ (rl,-}- r2,) × (Fli-I-F*,') 
+(r,o+r~o) x(F,o+F2o)] (4) 

where shear forces acting on each sectional area 

are as lol lows : 

F~i-gOOOOB~,Ai 10000Ai 

F~o = 80000 B, oAo - I ooOO Ao 
(5) 

F2i-- 80000.[3~iAi - 10000A,' 

F~o=8OOOOB2oAo-[o00OAo 

and B1,, Blo, B2,, B~o are flux densities acting 

on the each sectional area. Note  that Eq. (5) is 

approximately obtained form the date of  the Lord 

corporat ion as shown in Fig. 4. The saturated flux 

density in the disk part is 1.5 ( tes la ) (Lord  lna- 

teriais division, 1999). Thus the saturated mag- 

netic flux in the disk part 

Cs~e = 1.5 X 2zrr2,.d~ (6) 

Shear Stress 
6o 

so 

4o 

o~ 30 

10 U') 

0 
0 O.S 1 1 5 

Magnetic Induction (tesla} 

Fig.  4 Shear stress versus magnetic fhix density of 

d~e MRF 132LD (Lord corporation, I999) 

By the Kirchoffs 's  Law for the magnetic circuit, 

N Z - ¢ ( R s + R , , , r ) + ( ¢  ¢,a,)Rm,. (7) 

where N is turn of  coil,  [ is current applied to 

the coil, ¢ is magnetic flux and 

~oz~ A~ + Ao (s) 

Thus 

N I  + Rmr¢s~e (9)  

Finally,  the flux densities acting on the each area 

are calculated as : 

B , - ¢ /  (2zr2~d,), B , - ¢ / A , ,  B ~ o - ¢ / A o  

Ba, .=(¢-¢~,~t)/A,  ., B2o=(¢ ¢,~,)/Ao 
(10) 

Note tha~ the resultanl theoretical torque is cal- 

culated from Eq. (4). 

We make three dampers as shown in Fig. 5 

for the three joints  in the lower part of an arm 

to be introduced in the sec. 2.3. The numerical 

parameter vah, es of  the dampers can be obtained 

in (Kim et al., 2002). The actual relations be- 

tween generated torque and applied cur,ent  are 

experimental ly obtained through a setup using an 

F/T  sensor (Kim et al., 2002). The test results 

are almos~ linear as shown in Fig. 6. Resuhantly,  

we can see that the theoretical torques from 

Eq, (4) and experhnental  torques of  the dampers 

coincides with each other. The detailed numerical  

values of  the torques can be obtained in (Kim et 

al., 2002). 

Fig. 5 The picture of an implernented damper 
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8 

cO ~4 

0 
0 0 .5  

Applied current [A] A p p l i e d  current  [A] 

Relations between damping torques and applied currents o1" the MR dampers 

Now, a technique to tune the damping coeffi- 

cient is addressed. Originally, the rotary dampers 

have the Coulomb friction properties, that is, the 

torque is proportional to the applied current. 

Thus the relation between the applied current I 

and torque rB of the damper can be approxirna- 

tel,y represented as follows: 

r~-a,~oM x siam (8~) (11) 

where a~eo~,~ is the slope obtained from Fig, 6+ 

Note that a viscous damper shoutd satisfy the 

following relation : 

r,=B~),. (12) 

where B is a viscous damping coefficient and 0r 

(0L ~i?~) is a relative angle between the link and 

the housing. Therefore if we control the current 

by the following rule 

I ~ - 1  0,,I (t3) 
~sZOpe 

~be damper can )]ave IBe viscous dampi,g prop- 

erty Eq. (4). Notice that this property is approxi- 

mately derived. 

Secondly, the spring components are explained. 

Fig. 7 shows a three-dimensional mode[ of the 

spring component. The upper part and lower part 

are assembled and rotated relatively. The torsion- 

al stiffness of" the spring component is calculated 

as follows : 

K - -  *~,,rk (Nm/rad) (14) 

where k is the spring constant of each small. 

spring and nK is the number of the small springs. 

Note that the number of the small springs can be 

tuned. The implemented parameters are given in 

(Kim eta].,  2002). 

a I, pp~r part 

Fig. 7 

i', L ..J'~,¢l [a,~ill 

A three dimensional model of the spring 
C Ol11 p o  l l e l l  I 

damper 

I I  

. .  

resolver spring motor 

Fig. 8 A pitt,re o1" (he passive compliant joirit 
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Finally, a passive compliant joint with the 

spring and damper is obtained as show,~ in Fig. 8 

where the two components build a parallel struc- 

ture, The passive joint is used for the three joints 

in the lower part of  an arm. 

2.2 Viseo-e last ie  cover design 

In this subsection a visco-elastic cover to at- 

tenuate a collision force is addressed. The cover 

can be modeled simply by a spring and a damper 

as shown in Fig. 9. If a robot arm is represented 

by a simple body with a mass MR and the arm 

coilldes with a human, the collision model is 

obtained as : 

MR~R +F~ . . . . .  = 0  

Mu3~ H - F~ . . . .  = 0 

where 

F~ ....... --B~ (i'R - xH )  +K. (xR - x . )  

B .  A ~ a  A~G~ (16) 
= W  z0 

Me is the effective mass of a robot arm, Mu is 

the upper part mass of a human, Fh~,~, is force 

acting on a human, xR is the displacement of 

the robot, xn is the displacement of the human, 

A c  is the contact area of the cover, r]c, Gc, Zc 

are the viscous coefficient (Pa), elastic modulus 

(Pus), and thickness of the cover (m), respec- 

tively. Through some impact simulations using 

the collision model, the Urethan foam PORON 

SR-L-24  made in the INOAC corporation is 

selected for the cover among several materials, 

which attenuates impact force to a human below 

a pain tolerance limit (Yamada et at., 1997) and 

has a high percentage of absorbency of impact 

momentum. The thickness of the cover is decided 

by taking account or" the increase {n tile size of 

the arm. 

2,3 Safe arm design 

In this subsection, a safe arm with the MR 

based passive compliant joints and the visco- 

elastic covering developed in previous subsections 

is designed for service robot applications. A six- 

dof safe arm with 3 Kg-payload, 30 kg weight 

and 1 m reach has been developed as depicted in 

Fig. 10. This arm is used for the PSR 2 (Public 

Service Robot) developed at the K1ST (Korea 

Institute of Science and Technology). Taking 

account of the weight increase of the arm due to 

the weight of MR dampers and springs, PCJs are 

adopted only to three joints in the lower part of 

the 6-dof  service robot arm. The three PCJs give 

the arm compliance into the three directions. 

Main parameters for the PCJs are determined by 

the following criterion. Firstly the parameter I~2of 

the springs is determined by the following equa- 

tion considering deflection due to gravitational 

load for O~e corresponding ~oint : 

K =  l.s Tg~o~i,,/ Om~x (17) 

where Tg~avay is the torque considering maxi- 

mum gravitational effect of each joint. That is, 

K is determined so that the maximum deflective 

angle can be ~?m,x when a torque 1.5 times than 

Fig. 9 

XR XH 

Me 

robot  cover  human 

A simplified diagram for modeling a visco- 
elastic cover 

V ~ , ~ h ~ l ~  
cove¢tng 

PCJs 

Fig. 10 The developed sate arm and mobite robot 
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Table 1 SPEC of each PCJ 

Spring constant 
(Nm/rad) 

Maximum damping torque 
(Nm) 

Viscous damping coefficient 
INto see/tad) 

Axis number 

Axis I Axis 2 Axis 3 

350 420 210 

17.3 20.5 6.97 

30.0 35.7 11.3 

the gravitational torque is applied to a joint. Se- 

condly, /3~x is set so that the following charac- 

teristic equations can be matched : 

s 2 + ~  s + J ~ a x = 0  (lg) 

s 2 + 2  ~m~xW.S + w2~ = 0  

where damping ratio ~ax is determined by taking 

account of overshoot and interaction, where Jmax 

is the maximum moment of inertia. That is, 

B,,~ = 2 ~ , /  J.,,~K (19) 

Thus the required maximum torque of the damper 

TB max---- Bmax 0max (20) 

where d/max is the maximum angular velocity. 

The main parameters for the PCJs are shown in 

Table I. 

trol is to have the following regulating perform- 

a n c e  

lirn { 0[ ( t ) - 8 ~ } = 0 ,  i = 1 ,  2, 3 (21) 

without the loss of passive compliance property 

of  the spring and damper, where O~J is a constant 

desired angle for the i - th  joint, O[ is a angle 

between a current link and the next link for the 

i-th joint. The three passive joints are deflected 

by gravity if the following PID control law with- 

out gravity compensation is used : 

r~, = - K ~  (0~ -0,~) - K ~  ( 0 ~ -  0~) 
, t (22) 

- K I ' S I  (0~ -O~a)dr 

where r~ is a motor torque considering the re- 

duction ratio and O,~ is a angle of the motor. Note 

that the following relation is obtained : 

0[ = 0~, + 0[ (23) 

where 0~ is an angle sensed by the i - th  resolver. 

To compensate for position error due to the gravi- 

ty in steady state, the following control method 

similar to that for the passive joint  called the MIA 

(Morita and Sugano, 1995) is used : 

- K I  f '  (o'. - 8i) dr 
(24) 

d t  to 

where 

3. Controller Design with Gravity 
Compensation 

The safe robot  arm has a distributed control 

architecture based on the CAN (controller area 

network) bus. Thus it is desirable to control each 

axis independently using a simple control law. In 

(Yoon et a[., 2002), a model of  one-dof  arm with 

a PCJ is introduced and its controllabil i ty is 

analyzed. The analytical result is that as long as 

K is not zero the determinant of the controllabi- 

lity matrix is not zero, and thus the system is 

always controllable regardless of the viscous 

damping coefficient. 

Now, a method to control the positions o f  the 
three PCJs is proposed. The objective of  the con- 

O~a:O~ +G~(O~a, "', O~)/K', i= l ,  2, 3 (25) 

K~, K] ,  K/~ are proportional ,  integral, derivative 

control gains for the i - th axis, G ~' means the i - th  

term related to gravity in the arm dynamics, and 

K i represents a spring constant for the i - th  axis. 

This control method has an advantage to obtain 

the passive compliance property during position 
control  because the spring and damper can be 

passively operated, and yet has a disadvantage 

that the method is sensitive to modeling errors. 

By the way, notice that if we use the following 

control  method 

r~ = - K ~  (0~ --0~)  - K ~  ( O ~ -  6~e) 

- K /  ( ' (O[ - 0~) dr 
(26) 
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the positi.ort control mode and passive compliance 
mode are not explieit!y separated and the passi- 
vity which is an ~dvantage of the PCJ is not fully 
used. Therefore we don't use Eq. (26~ but Eq. 
(24) to oo:nttol the PCJ. 

4. Experimental Results 

In this seetdon, the evaluation of safe~ and 
damping effects of the developed arm ~s aceom- 
plis:hed through experiments. 

4.1 Programmable damping • effects of the 
passive compliant joints 

The damping effects are e~alua~ed iu a posture 
where the only third joint is set to passive eom- 

Fig. 11 Posture for n tat of damping effects 

ptiant joint as shown in Fig. ii. The first and 
second axes are fixed and also the input of the 
harmonic drY'ca ofthe third axis is fixed, Initially 
the third joint is set to about 8.3 (dog) and then 
reIeased. The resulting responses according to the 
change of B are obtained as represented in Fig. 
12. As the viseo-damping coefficient increases, 
the angle sensed by the 3rd resolver decreases, in 
steady-state the angle eonvexges to about --3.1 
(deg) due to gravity. 

4.2 Safety evaluation through impact 
expetlments 

Impact experiments are. accomplished under the 
condition where linear velocity is set to 0.2 and 
0.5 (m/sac), at~d MH=9.3 (.Kg) considering the 
effective mass of human upper part in a posture as 
shown in F~g, 13, The mass collides to the end- 
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effector of the manipulator  which is covered with 

soft covering. As seen in Fig. 14, impact forces 

are measured by an F / T  sensor, where the solid 

line indicates impact force in case of  0.5 (m/sec),  

the dotted line represents impact force in case of  

0.2 (m/see),  and the dash-dotted fine indicates 

the middle pain tolerance limit 100 (N) obtained 

in (Yamada et al., 1997). In case ofO.2 ~m/sec), 

the peak force 71 (N) is less than the middle 

limit. Next, the severity index (Society of  Autom- 

otive Engineers, 1999) is calculated to 1.8 by the 

following equation : 

s I =  fo 'a(r)  Z~dr (27) 

where a(t)=F(t)/MH and an SI value 400 im- 

plies the limit of concussion of the brain (Morita 

et al., 1998). Therefore in view of  the two criteria, 

the arm is safe. Under the condit ion 0.5 (m/see),  

the peak force 212 (N) is greater than the middle 

limit. Thus the arm is not safe by the Yamada's  

criterion. But the St value is calculated to 19 less 

than 400. Therefore we can see that it~ view of  

the severity index the arm is safe in case of 0.5 

(m/see),  but in view of the Yamada's criterion 

the arm is safe only when the impact velocity is 

less than about 0.25 (m/see). 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, we propose a new safe arm with 

passive compliant joints with springs and dam- 

pers and a soft covering for human-robot  inter- 

action. The spring component can attenuate force 

to be applied to a human. A developed joint  has 

a feature that magneto-rheological  dampers are 

used. The dampers play a role of suppressing the 

vibration from the rotary spring. An efficient 

tuning method to convert the Coulomb friction 

property of the dampers into a viscous damping 

one and a position control method with gravi- 

tational compensation are proposed. By simula- 

tions using a simplified model, a visco-etastic 

cover is selected, which attenuates impact force 

to a human below a pain tolerance limit and has 

a high percentage of  absorbency of impact mo- 

mentum. Finally,  force attenuation and damping 

effects of vibration of the arm have been verified 

through experiments. And the safety of the de- 

veloped arm is discussed in view of  a pain toler- 

ance limit and severity index. By the way, the 

joint  increases weight by three kilograms per one 

joint. Thus as a future research, a lighter passive 

compliant  joint  will be developed. As described 

in (Yoshida et al., 1995) and (Walker, 1994) 

about  impact dynamics for rigid jo int  arms, the 

theoretical studies about impact dynamics for 

passive compliant  joint  arms are needed. These 

theoretical results will give good bases for the 

design of  passive compliant joints and the an- 

alysis for impact experiments. 
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